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a b s t r a c t 

Deformation mechanisms governing the strength of nanostructured metallic multilayers have been stud- 

ied extensively. In general, size effect is the most effective way to tailor the mechanical strength of mul- 

tilayers. Here we report that three Cu/Co multilayer systems with identical layer thickness but different 

types of layer interfaces exhibit drastically different mechanical behavior. In situ micropillar compression 

tests inside a scanning electron microscope show that coherent FCC (100) and (110) Cu/Co multilayer 

systems have low yield strength of about 600 MPa, and prominent shear instability. In contrast, the in- 

coherent Cu/ HCP Co multilayers show much greater yield strength, exceeding 2.4 GPa, and significant 

plasticity manifested by a cap on the deformed pillar. Molecular dynamics simulations reveal an unex- 

pected interplay among pre-existing twin boundaries in Cu, stacking faults in HCP Co, and incoherent 

layer interfaces, which leads to partial dislocation dominated high strength and outstanding plasticity. 

This study provides fresh insights for the design of strong, deformable nanocomposites by using a defect 

network consisting of twin boundaries, stacking faults and layer interfaces. 

© 2019 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

Nanostructured metallic multilayers have drawn significant at-

ention because of their high strength, good wear resistance, re-

ilient radiation tolerance, and intriguing magnetic properties for

 variety of potential applications in industry [1–11] . In terms of

echanical properties, previous studies have mostly focused on

he layer thickness ( h ) and layer interface dependent strengthening

nd deformation mechanisms in different systems, such as FCC/FCC

1,11-16] , FCC/HCP [2,6,17,18] , FCC/BCC [6,9,11,18–23 , HCP/HCP [24] ,

CP/BCC [25,26] , metal/ceramic [27-29] , and metal/amorphous

3,30–32] multilayers, where FCC, BCC and HCP stand for face-

enter cubic, body-center cubic and hexagonal close packed crys-

al structures. Some of the key layer thickness (size) dependent

trengthening mechanisms are briefly summarized as follows [33] :

hen h is greater than 50 nm, strengthening due to dislocation

ile-ups against layer interfaces follows the Hall-Petch relation-

hip; when h is between 5 nm and 50 nm, deformation mecha-

ism transitions to confined layer slip (CLS), where single dislo-

ation loops can glide between layer interfaces; and when h is less
∗ Corresponding authors. 
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han 5 nm, multilayers often reach their maximum strength, which

s determined by the resistance of the interfaces to the transmis-

ion of single dislocations. In general, coherent interfaces, such as

hose in Cu/Ni, are weak barriers to transmission of dislocations

11,12] , whereas incoherent interfaces, such as those in Cu/Nb, are

tronger dislocation barriers due to slip discontinuity [6,9,11] . 

Nanostructured metallic multilayers are known for their high

trength, testified by nanoindentation [2,12,14,15,19] and micropil-

ar compression [3,17,20,24,28,34-36] studies. However, most high

trength multilayers show shear instability under compression (for-

ation of shear bands or cracks) [9,16,18,20,22,23,26,29,37] . There

re abundant studies on the extrinsic (pillar diameter d ) and in-

rinsic (layer thickness h ) size effects on toughening in metallic

ultilayers. These studies show that by increasing d or h , multi-

ayer pillars show more ‘ductile’ (uniform deformation or barrel-

ng) deformation, but doing so also leads to softening. There are

ew studies that focus on the influence of texture on the strength

nd deformability of multilayers with chemically identical layer

onstituents and layer thickness. 

Here we report on in situ micropillar compression studies of

ighly textured Cu 25 nm/Co 25 nm (referred as Cu/Co 25 nm here-

fter) multilayers with three different crystallographic orientations,

100}, {110} and FCC {111}/HCP {0 0 02} textures and significantly

ifferent layer interfaces. The in situ studies reveal the surpris-

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.actamat.2019.11.049
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/actamat
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ingly high yield strength of {111} textured multilayers, exceeding

2.4 GPa, compared to ∼ 600 MPa yield strength for both {100} and

{110} textured multilayers. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations

reveal that the semicoherent {100} and {110} layer interfaces have

low resistance to the transmission of partial dislocations, whereas

{111} textured Cu/Co nanolayer has a defect network consisting of

twin boundaries in FCC Cu, stacking faults (SFs) in HCP Co, and

the incoherent layer interface, thus offering high strength by pro-

hibiting the propagation of partials. Furthermore the FCC {111}/HCP

{0 0 02} multilayers have large deformability due to the superplastic

deformation of the pillar cap layer, which arises from detwinning

and HCP-to-FCC Co phase transformation induced softening. This

study provides an important concept, that is tailoring the network

of planar defects can lead to the design of ultra-high strength, de-

formable nanocomposites for a variety of industrial and defense

applications. 

2. Experimental and simulation methods 

2 μm thick Cu/Co 25 nm multilayers were deposited on HF

etched Si (100), Si (110) and Si (112) substrates with 100 nm Cu

seed layers using DC magnetron sputtering. The base pressure of

the sputter chamber was 5 × 10 −6 Pa and the deposition rates were

∼0.5 nm/s for Cu and ∼0.15 nm/s for Co. X-ray diffraction (XRD)

experiments were performed by using a Bruker D8 Discover X-

ray powder diffractometer at room temperature. Transmission elec-

tron microscopy (TEM) and high resolution TEM (HRTEM) exper-

iments were performed on an FEI Talos 200X transmission elec-

tron microscope operated at 200 kV. In situ micropillar compres-

sion tests were performed by using Hysitron PI 88xR PicoIndenter

inside an FEI Quanta 3D FEG dual-beam scanning electron micro-

scope. Cu/Co multilayer pillars with ∼1 μm in diameter and ∼2 μm

in height were fabricated using the same scanning electron mi-

croscopy (SEM) microscope equipped with focused-ion-beam (FIB).

The height-to-diameter aspect ratio was kept at about 2:1 for the

micropillars, following the general consensus within the commu-

nity [38-40] . 

Three cylindrical nanopillars of Cu/Co multilayers with {100},

{110} and {111} /{0 0 02} crystallographic structures, respectively,

were studied by performing MD simulations using LAMMPS [41] .

For FCC (100) and (110) pillars, the thickness of each layer is

5.3 nm, the total specimen height is about 32 nm and the diame-

ter is ∼19 nm. For Cu (111)/Co (0 0 02) pillars, the thickness of each

layer is 5 nm, the total specimen height is ∼30 nm and the diame-

ter is about 15 nm. The aspect ratio of the FCC pillars is 1:1.7 and

that of the FCC Cu/HCP Co pillar is 1:2. The simulations were per-

formed at 300 K under the NVT canonical ensemble. The interac-

tions between Cu and Co were modeled by the embedded-atom

method (EAM) potential developed by Zhou et al. [7] . The potential

was validated by calculating the elastic constants and the stacking

fault energies for Cu as well as Co. The values were found to be in

reasonable agreement with experimental results as well as simula-

tions performed using another EAM potential for HCP and FCC Co

developed by Mishin et al. [42] . Non-periodic boundary conditions

were used in all directions. First, conjugate gradient energy min-

imization was performed, followed by equilibration of the speci-

mens at 300 K. Then, the specimens were subjected to compres-

sion at a constant strain rate. The FCC (100) and (110) pillars were

subjected to compression for 800 ps at a strain rate of 1.66 × 10 8 

s − 1 . Cu (111)/Co (0 0 02) pillars were subjected to compression for

900 ps at a strain rate of 1.86 × 10 8 s − 1 . The HCP/FCC multilayer

specimens were created layer by layer in order to introduce pre-

existing coherent twin boundaries (CTBs) in the FCC Cu layers and

SFs in the Co layers parallel to the basal plane, to be consistent

with the experimental specimens. The defect structures were visu-

alized using OVITO [43] . 
. Results 

XRD patterns of Cu/Co 25 nm multilayers on different substrates

eveal highly textured FCC Cu/Co (100) on Si (100) ( Fig. 1 a), FCC

u/Co (110) on Si (112) ( Fig. 1 f) and Cu (111)/Co (0 0 02) on Si

110) ( Fig. 1 k). Schematics in supplementary Fig. S1 show crystallo-

raphic orientation relationships between Cu, Co and Si substrates.

u/Co multilayers deposited on Si (100) and Si (112) substrates

ave FCC Co, while HCP Co (0 0 02) forms on Si (110) substrate.

ross-section EDS analyses show chemically abrupt Cu/Co layer in-

erfaces ( Fig. 1 b,g,l). It is worth mentioning that all films were

eposited simultaneously with the same parameters, so the dra-

atic microstructure differences among three Cu/Co multilayers

rise mainly from different Si substrates. Cross-section TEM micro-

raphs in Fig. 1 c-e show that the FCC Cu/Co (100) multilayer con-

ains high-density inclined SFs in the FCC Co layers, but has little

efects in Cu layers. However in FCC Cu/Co (110) multilayers, be-

ides the inclined SFs in the Co layers, coherent twin boundaries

CTBs) with ∼60 nm twin spacing (see statistical analysis in sup-

lementary Fig. S2) are also observed as confirmed by the selected

rea diffraction (SAD) pattern in Fig. 1 h. CTBs are initiated from

u/Si interface ( Fig. 1 i). In contrast to SFs confined within the Co

ayers, CTBs often penetrate across {110} Cu/Co interfaces through-

ut the entire film thickness. Few grain boundaries are observed

n both {100} and {110} textured multilayers, indicating the epitax-

al growth of FCC Cu/Co multilayers. However, Cu (111)/Co (0 0 02)

lms deposited on Si (110) substrates show dramatically differ-

nt microstructures. Instead of FCC stacking, HCP Co (0 0 02) grows

n top of the Cu (111) as confirmed by the diffraction pattern

 Fig. 1 m). Domain boundaries (columnar grain boundaries in epi-

axial films) and curved Cu/Co layer interfaces ( Fig. 1 n) are formed

ue to island growth and coalescence. Similar domain boundaries

ave been observed in a previous study on epitaxial growth of

anotwinned Cu [44] . The average domain size is ∼ 40 nm. High-

ensity SFs on basal planes in the HCP Co layers and CTBs in the

u layers are observed ( Fig. 1 m,o). The three types of defects, SFs-

Bs-incoherent layer interfaces, thus, form a defect network. Twin

pacing in Cu layer is ∼8 nm (see statistical analysis in supple-

entary Fig. S3) and SF spacing in Co layer is ∼5 nm. The de-

ect network formed in Cu (111)/Co (0 0 02) multilayers is a result

f epitaxial growth. Our previous studies have shown that nan-

twinned Cu (111) films grow epitaxially on Si (110) substrate [44] .

lso HCP Co (0 0 02) film with high-density SFs forms on Si (110)

ubstrate [45] . Given the small lattice mismatch between Cu (111)

nd Co (0 0 02) (as shown in Fig. 1 k), highly textured Cu (111) /

o (0 0 02) films form on Si (110) substrate. Consequently the Cu

111)/Co (0 0 02) multilayer contains the defect network consisting

f parallel CTBs (in Cu), SFs (in Co) and incoherent Cu/Co layer

nterfaces. 

Mechanical behavior of Cu/Co multilayers is studied by in situ

EM pillar compression tests. Fig. 2 a shows the true stress-strain

urves for FCC Cu/Co (100) (blue and light blue) and Cu/Co (110)

orange and yellow) pillars respectively under compression at a

onstant strain rate (5 × 10 −3 /s). Both multilayer systems yield at

600 MPa. However, FCC Cu/Co (110) pillars show a more promi-

ent strain hardening with a maximum flow stress of about 1 GPa.

n the other hand, the maximum flow stress for FCC Cu/Co (100)

illars is ∼800 MPa. Fig 2 c shows SEM snapshots of a deformed

CC Cu/Co (100) pillar (with respect to the blue curve) during com-

ression (see supplementary video 1 for details). One major slip

and is nucleated at 10% strain ( Fig. 2 c3), and the angle between

he slip band and the lateral (100) plane is ∼55 ° In the deformed

CC Cu/Co (110) pillar shown in Fig. 2 d2-d4, the first slip band

merges at ∼8% strain, followed by the continuous formation of

ultiple parallel slip bands (See supplementary video 2 for de-

ails). The angle between the slip band and the lateral (110) plane
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Fig. 1. Comparison of the microstructures of three Cu/Co 25 nm multilayers with different types of layer interfaces. (a, f, k) XRD profiles show the formation of epitaxial 

FCC Cu (100) /Co (100) interface on Si (100) substrate, FCC Cu (110) /Co (110) interface on Si (112) substrate; and highly textured Cu (111)/Co (0 0 02) film on Si (110) substrate. 

(b, g, l) Cross-section EDS maps of Cu/Co nanolayers showing Co in green and Cu in red. (c-e) Cross-section TEM (XTEM) micrographs showing epitaxial FCC Cu/Co (100) 

interface and the formation of inclined SFs in Co layer. (h-j) XTEM micrographs showing the epitaxial semi-coherent FCC Cu/Co (110) interfaces, SFs in FCC Co and CTBs 

penetrating across the Cu/Co interface. (m-o) XTEM micrographs showing the coexistence of parallel defect networks, consisting of incoherent Cu (111)/Co (0 0 02) interfaces, 

high-density SFs in HCP Co and CTBs in Cu. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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s 35 ° Note that the slip bands in the FCC (100) and (110) pillars

re both parallel to the {111} planes. 

In contrast to the two FCC multilayer systems, compression

ests on the Cu (111)/Co (0 0 02) pillars reveal drastically different

echanical behavior as shown in Fig. 2 b. (Supplementary Fig. S4

hows reproducibility of deformed multilayer pillars). Due to the

on-uniform deformation of the Cu (111)/Co (0 0 02) pillar, we com-

are the engineering stress-strain curves for all three systems. As

hown in Fig. 2 b, the Cu (111)/Co (0 0 02) pillars (red and pink)

how a dramatically higher yield strength, ∼2.4 GPa, which is 4

imes that of the two FCC Cu/Co systems and the flow stress

xceeds 3 GPa. The average true stress-strain curve for the de-

ormed cap layer in Cu (111)/Co (0 0 02) pillar (shown in supple-

entary Fig. S5) still shows that Cu (111)/Co (0 0 02) has the great-

st flow stress, ∼ 3 GPa, among all the three multilayer systems

nd reveals significant work hardening up to ∼ 19% strain, be-

ore substantial softening occurs. SEM snapshots in Fig. 2 e show

he significant extrusion of the pillar top, as evidenced by the

ormation of a 200 nm-thick pancake shaped cap, while the bot-

om part of the pillar remains largely unchanged as shown in
ig. 2 e4 (See supplementary video 3 for details). The flow stress

s one of the highest among all multilayers tested by micropillar

ompression to date (Supplementary Fig. S6) [3,9,16–18,20-24,26-

0,37,46–48] . Besides, we compare the flow stress between Cu/Co

ultilayers with other multilayer systems showing ‘ductile’ defor-

ation behavior (no shear band or crack formation) under pil-

ar compression (see supplementary Fig. S7 for a summary of de-

ormed pillar morphology) and plot the comparisons as a function

f h − 1/2 in Fig. 3 . Cu (111)/Co (0 0 02) multilayer has the highest

ow stress ∼3 GPa among all ‘ductile’ multilayer pillars reported

o date. To exclude the effect of residual stress on the different

echanical properties of Cu/Co multilayers, we measured the cur-

ature of Si substrates before and after deposition, and calculated

he residual stress as shown in supplementary Table S1. The ten-

ile residual stresses for the three Cu/Co multilayers are similar,

410–570 MPa. Thus, the residual stress cannot explain the sig-

ificant difference in mechanical strength among three multilayer

ystems measured during in situ compression tests. The strength-

ning and toughening mechanisms will be discussed in detail
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Fig. 2. In situ micropillar compression tests for the three Cu/Co 25 nm multilayer systems obtained at identical strain rate (5 × 10 −3 /s). (a) True stress-strain curves 

show that Cu/Co (100) and (110) multilayers both have a yield strength of ∼600 MPa, while Cu/Co (110) shows a more prominent strain hardening. (b) Engineering stress- 

strain curves show that Cu (111)/Co (0 0 02) pillars have a significantly higher yield strength, ∼2400 MPa than other two systems. (c1-c4) SEM snap shots of Cu/Co (100) show 

a uniform deformation before 10% strain followed by the formation of a major slip band (SB) at ∼55 ° angle with respect to the (100) plane. (d1-d4) SEM images of Cu/Co 

(110) show that the first slip band starts to form at 8% strain, and multiple slip bands at ∼35 ° angle with respect to the (110) plane are formed after 10% strain. (e1-e4) 

SEM images of Cu (111)/Co (0 0 02) show significant plastic deformation accumulated primarily at the top portion ( ∼500 nm) of the pillar, forming a cap, while the rest of 

the pillar remains largely unchanged. (See supplementary video 1–3 for details). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure, the reader is referred to the web 

version of this article.) 

Fig. 3. Comparison of flow stress between Cu/Co 25 nm multilayers with other ‘ductile’ deformed multilayers under pillar compression : Cu/PdSi (25 nm) [3] , Al/TiN 

(10 nm) [27] , Cu/Ni/Nb (30 nm) [47] , Al/Pd (40 nm) [16] , Cu/a-CuZr [17] , Cu-Ni/Nb (5, 30 nm) [47] and Cu/Nb (5 [9] , 70 nm [48] ). Flow stress is taken from the true stress at 

5–10% true strain. All solid data points come from pillars deformed in a ductile way. Open data points are from Cu/Co with different texture from this study. The flow stress 

of Cu/Co (0 0 02) 25 nm system is the highest among all ductile metallic nanolayers reported to date, and is significantly higher than that of (100) and (110) Cu/Co 25 nm 

nanolayers. 
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Fig. 4. XTEM micrographs of the FCC (110) Cu/Co 25 nm pillar after compres- 

sion. (a) Multiple slip bands (SB) are formed after deformation. (b) Slip bands are 

formed along the pre-existing TBs. The inclined SFs in the Co layer are also parallel 

to the TBs. (c-d) HRTEM micrographs show SFs, and thickened TBs in Cu layers. The 

slip bands and SFs in Co and Cu layer are all parallel to the CTBs, indicating that 

{111} planes along CTBs become the preferred glide planes for dislocations. Rather 

than one major slip band observed in the deformed (100) Cu/Co pillar, multiple slip 

bands formed in the deformed (110) Cu/Co system. HRTEM micrograph in Fig. 4 c 

shows SFs in a Cu layer, which were not observed before deformation. These SFs 

formed due to the transmission of Shockley partials across layer interfaces. 
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. Discussion 

.1. Strain hardening and deformation mechanisms in FCC CU/CO 

ultilayers 

Size dependent strengthening has been well documented in

etallic multilayers. In this study, the layer thickness h is 25 nm

or all samples, a regime where CLS is normally the dominant de-

ormation mechanism, although dislocation pile-ups cannot be en-

irely suppressed [49] . Experimentally, instead of the extrusion of

he soft Cu layers, slip bands were observed in both FCC (100) and

110) Cu/Co pillars ( Fig. 2 c,d), indicating that CLS may not be the

referred deformation mode. TEM micrographs of a deformed (110)

u/Co pillar ( Fig. 4 c, d) show the formation of SFs in a Cu layer,

hich were not observed before deformation. These SFs formed

ue to the transmission of Shockley partials across layer interfaces.

he transmission of single dislocations through coherent Cu/Co in-

erface along {111} glide planes may determine the yield strength

f the multilayers [33,50] . The interface barrier strength can be ex-

ressed as follows: 

int ≈ τK + τch , (1) 

here τint is the interface barrier resistance, τK is Koehler stress

riginating from modulus mismatch, and τch is the chemical in-

eraction term related to SFE (stacking fault energy) difference be-

ween layer constituents [50] . τK can be described by 

K = 

μ1 ( μ2 − μ1 ) b 

4 π( μ1 + μ2 ) l 
, (2) 

here μ1 and μ2 are the shear modulus of Cu and Co, b is Burg-

rs vector, l is dislocation core size, ∼2–4 b . The calculated τ is
K 
170–330 MPa for both FCC systems. Additionally, 

ch = 

γ2 − γ1 

b 
, (3) 

here γ 1 and γ 2 are respective SFE of Cu and Co. 

= 

τint 

cos φ cos λ
. (4) 

In FCC (100) and (110) multilayers, φ or λ are complementary

o each other, thus the two epitaxial systems should have similar

ield strength, calculated as 520 ∼870 MPa, which is comparable to

xperimentally measured yield strength, ∼ 600 MPa for both sys-

ems. 

Next, we examine the difference in strain hardening ability

etween the two FCC multilayers. A major microstructure differ-

nce between the two FCC systems is the frequently observed gi-

nt CTBs running inclined across the layer interfaces in the FCC

u/Co (110) film. The average twin spacing of CTBs is ∼60 nm.

TBs are known as effective dislocation barriers and contribute to

trengthening and work hardening [44,51-56] . TEM micrographs

f a deformed (110) Cu/Co pillar ( Fig. 4 d) show a thickened CTB

ith SF decorations on both sides. CTBs decorated with SFs have

een predicted in simulation [53,57,58] and observed experimen-

ally [55,59] , resulting from interaction between the gliding par-

ials and CTBs. The CTBs block the propagation of partials, leading

o strengthening and work hardening [44,51-56] . 

MD simulation results for nanopillar compression of (100) and

110) Cu/Co 5 nm multilayers also support our conjecture. True

tress-strain curves ( Fig. 5 a,b) reveal higher flow stress in FCC

u/Co (110) nanopillar. For the FCC Cu/Co (100) nanopillar, Shock-

ey partials transmit through the Cu/Co interface ( Fig. 5 c) near the

nset of yielding, leading to penetration of SFs across the interface

 Fig. 5 c). During plastic deformation, the glide of Shockley partials

nd consequent propagation of SFs dominate the deformation, and

lip bands form from the surface of the pillar as shown in Fig. 5 d.

upplementary video 4 shows three parallel videos for the sim-

lated deformation of Cu/Co (100) system. The left panel shows

he true stress-strain plot; the middle panel reveals the evolution

f SFs and the atoms are colored following the nearest neighbor

nalysis; the right panel shows the evolution of chemically abrupt

u (red) and Co (green) layers during deformation. Also in sup-

lementary video 5, only SFs (purple) and dislocations are shown.

reen lines denote Shockley partials, yellow lines denote Hirth

ock, blue lines denote perfect dislocations and red lines denote

ther dislocations. Similarly in the FCC Cu/Co (110) pillar, Shock-

ey partials migrate across the Cu/Co interface, leading to plas-

ic yielding ( Fig. 5 e). Furthermore, CTBs formed in FCC (110) pil-

ar during deformation block the transmission of partials, and con-

equently contribute to work hardening. The substantial softening

manifested as the stress-drop in Fig. 5 b) arises from the transmis-

ion of Shockley partials across the CTBs as shown in Fig. 5 f (See

upplementary Fig. S8, video 6 and 7 for more details). Although

he multilayers in MD simulations only have 5 nm individual layer

hickness, these findings reveal that the coherent (100) and (110)

CC Cu/Co interfaces are weak dislocation barriers, and thus the

trength and plasticity of these coherent systems are dominated

y the glide and transmission of partial dislocations across layer

nterfaces. 

.2. Origins of ultra-high strength and plasticity in Cu (111)/Co 

0 0 02) multilayer system 

The Cu (111)/Co (0 0 02) 25 nm multilayer is the strongest duc-

ile metallic multilayer reported to date as shown in Fig. 3 . Cu/W

0 nm multilayer has higher flow stress, but it failed in a brittle

ay (supplementary Fig. S9c). The yield strength and flow stress
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Fig. 5. Comparison of MD simulation results for the FCC (100) and (110) Cu/Co 5 nm multilayer nanopillars. (a) The FCC (100) Cu/Co multilayer shows a flow stress of ∼
0.8–1 GPa. (b) The FCC (110) Cu/Co multilayer has a flow stress of ∼ 1–2 GPa. (c) Microstructure and dislocation analyses of FCC (100) multilayer at 1.8–1.9% strain show SFs 

penetrating through the layer interface, corresponding to the onset of plastic yielding shown in Fig. 5 a. Atoms are in common neighbor color coding where orange, purple 

and white denote FCC, HCP and unidentified structures, respectively. (d) In the FCC Cu/Co (100) pillar deformed to a strain of 11.7%, Shockley partials glide mostly on one set 

of {111} planes, causing the formation of a slip band (SB). (e) In the FCC (110) Cu/Co pillar deformed to 1.2–1.3% strain, SFs penetrate through the Cu/Co layer interface. (f) At 

a strain of 3.4%, SFs in the FCC Cu/Co (110) pillar penetrate through TBs, leading to substantial softening. (See supplementary video 4 and 5 for details). (For interpretation 

of the references to color in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Fig. 6. Comparison of in situ micropillar compression tests of Cu (111)/Co (0 0 02) 25 nm multilayer with Cu/Nb 5 nm multilayers. (a) True stress-strain curves of Cu/Nb 5 nm 

multilayers [9] showing 1.8 GPa yield strength and 2.4 GPa flow stress. (b,c) SEM micrographs of Cu (111)/Co (0 0 02) pillars showing substantial plastic deformation on the 

top part of pillar. (d,e) SEM micrographs showing a major shear band generated during compression for Cu/Nb 5 nm pillar at a strain of 28%. 
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of Cu (111)/Co (0 0 02) 25 nm multilayer are also much higher than

the benchmark values of Cu/Nb 5 nm multilayer [9] ( Fig. 6 ). In ad-

dition, the Cu/Nb 5 nm pillar forms a major shear band after com-

pression to a strain of 28%; whereas the Cu/Co 25 nm pillar forms

a large spherical cap, and sustains up to 90% of true strain without

the formation of shear band induced fracture. 
The significant yield strength discrepancy between the two FCC

u/Co systems and Cu (111)/Co (0 0 02) multilayers originates from

heir different microstructures. Compared with FCC Cu/Co mul-

ilayers, the Cu (111)/Co (0 0 02) multilayers have a defect net-

ork, containing three types of mutually parallel planar defects:

TBs in Cu, SFs in Co, and incoherent FCC/HCP layer interfaces.
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Fig. 7. In situ compression tests of nanotwinned (NT) Cu, HCP Co with stacking faults and Cu (111)/Co (0 0 02) 25 nm nanolayers. (a) Average stress-strain plots showing 

the flow stress of NT Cu and HCP Co with SFs are 1.2 GPa and 1.7 GPa respectively, which are much lower than the flow stress of Cu (111)/Co (0 0 02) 25 nm multilayers. 

(b-c) SEM micrographs showing the substantial deformation near pillar top for NT Cu. (d-e) SEM micrographs showing uniform deformation for HCP Co pillar (f-g) SEM 

micrographs showing the substantial deformation near pillar top for Cu (111)/Co (0 0 02) 25 nm multilayers. These comparison studies confirm that the high strength and 

significant deformability in Cu (111)/Co (0 0 02) multilayers do not arise from twins or SFs alone. Instead the defect networks, containing incoherent interface + twins + SFs, 

must operate in a collaborative way to achieve high strength and significant plasticity. 
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e start the discussion with CTBs. Dislocation interactions with

Bs may have a hard mode and an easy mode [59,60] . CTBs are

hown to be effective barriers for the transmission of dislocations

n the inclined slip systems, resulting in the hard deformation

ode [44,52,53,55,56,61-63] . However, in situ tensile testing of

anotwinned Cu [59] has revealed that when TB spacing is below

0 nm, dislocation glide along CTBs becomes the dominant defor-

ation mechanism, and the stress required to activate partial mi-

ration is low, leading to softening observed in nanotwinned met-

ls with small twin spacing. Although the twin spacing in Cu is less

han 10 nm, during the uniaxial compression test of Cu (111)/Co

0 0 02) pillar, there is no resolved shear stress for the migration of

artials along CTBs, and thus we anticipate a high yield strength

or the plastic yielding of nanotwinned Cu. 

Secondly, the easy glide plane in HCP Co is the {0 0 02} basal

lane [64,65] , which is also normal to the loading direction in this

tudy. At the same time, the activation of 〈 c 〉 and/or 〈 c + a 〉 disloca-

ions on the pyramidal or prismatic slip planes may be blocked by

igh-density SFs [66] , consequently increasing the yield strength of

CP Co. 

Third, unlike the coherent FCC Cu/Co interfaces, the incoherent

CC/HCP layer interface is another strong barrier for dislocation

ransmission. Dislocations in Cu layers may be difficult to trans-

it through the incoherent interface due to slip discontinuity in

CC Cu and HCP Co. To sum up the aforementioned rationale, the

nclined slip of dislocations and the propagation of slip bands are

rohibited by a defect network, consisted of the nanotwins in Cu,

igh-density SFs in Co, and the incoherent FCC/HCP interfaces, and

onsequently we may obtain ultra-high strength in the FCC Cu/HCP

o nanolayers. We also compared the in situ pillar compression re-

ults on pure HCP Co with high density SFs on basal plane [45] and

anotwinned Cu with similar defects density [67] , and their flow

tresses are both less than 2 GPa with a rule-of-mixture flow stress

f 1.5 GPa ( Fig. 7 ). These comparisons indicate that the ultra-high

trength of Cu (111)/Co (0 0 02) multilayers arises from the TB-SF-

nterface defect network, rather than from any type of stand-alone

efects. This hypothesis is tested and the mechanisms for the on-

et of plastic yielding of these high strength nanolayer composites

re investigated further through post-compression TEM studies and

D simulations as discussed below. 

EDS maps of Cu (111)/Co (0 0 02) pillars deformed to a compres-

ive strain of 5% in Fig. 8 a1-a2 show the prominent dilation of the

illar top. Significant plasticity and even local superplasticity are
vident near the heavily deformed regions in both Cu and Co lay-

rs. HRTEM micrograph in Fig. 8 a3 shows steps and SFs on CTBs

n Cu. CTBs in as-deposited multilayers are mostly sharp bound-

ries, and hence the steps on CTBs form presumably due to par-

ial dislocation-TB intersections, similar to what has been observed

reviously [68,69] . The steps on the TBs are also active sources for

he emission of mobile Shockley partials, promoting plasticity dur-

ng deformation. In the deformed HCP Co layers ( Fig. 8 a4), phase

ransformation from HCP to FCC phase is observed, which may be

riggered by high local stresses [70-72] . In the pillar deformed to

0% of strain, significant co-deformation of Cu and Co to more

han 90% has been observed in the top of the pillar as shown by

he EDS maps in Fig. 8 b1-b2. Furthermore, the serious expansion

f the cap layer leads to the formation of a unique “T-shirt” type

f cross-sectional morphology, indication of giant plasticity in the

ap. Significant detwinning is observed in the Cu layer ( Fig. 8 b3);

nd an extremely high density of SFs is observed in the Co layer in

he “shoulder of the T-shirt” ( Fig. 8 b4). The formation of extremely

igh density of SFs in the HCP Co may be related to the rotation

f the layers and the increase of Schmidt factor that facilitate the

igration of partials on the basal plane of the HCP Co. FCC Co was

he dominant phase in the center of the pillar cap. When HCP Co

s transformed to an FCC crystal structure, as mentioned earlier,

he FCC Cu/FCC Co interface is transparent to dislocation migra-

ion, and partial dislocations can easily glide on the inclined {111}

lanes. 

MD simulations of compression on Cu (111)/Co (0 0 02) multi-

ayer with pre-existing nanotwins in Cu and SFs in Co ( Fig. 9 a-c)

eveal the atomistic mechanisms of high strength and significant

lasticity. Briefly speaking, the horizontal CTBs in Cu layer, SFs in

CP Co and incoherent layer interfaces all prohibit the penetra-

ion of dislocations, and thus the defect networks consisting of TB-

F-layer interfaces lead to ultra-high strength in Cu/Co nanolayers

ith FCC/HCP layer interfaces. 

The yield strength of the nanopillar is found to be ∼5.5 GPa,

uch higher than that of the two simulated FCC Cu/Co multilay-

rs. Before yielding, Shockley partials are nucleated from Cu/Co in-

erface and glide long the inclined {111} planes, interact and trans-

it across the CTBs in Cu ( Fig. 9 d), leading to steps on the CTBs

53,58,69,73] . These steps trigger the onset of detwinning in Cu

ia the migration of Shockley partials along CTBs. Note that the

icroscopic yielding in the Cu layer does not lead to the signif-

cant stress-drop in the stress-strain curve ( Fig. 9 a). In Co layer,

Yashashree Kulkarni
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Fig. 8. XTEM micrographs and EDS maps of the Cu (111)/Co (0 0 02) 25 nm pillar after compression. (a1-a2) EDS maps of Cu (111)/Co (0 0 02) pillar after it is deformed 

to 5% true strain (100 nm compression) showing dilation of the pillar top. Shear deformation initiated from the pillar surface leads to layer rotations. (a3) Defective TBs 

decorated with SFs in the Cu layer. (a4) FCC Co phase with inclined SFs formed near the Cu/Co interface as confirmed by the inserted FFT. (b1-b2) EDS map of the multilayer 

deformed to 20% strain (400 nm compression) showing shear induced layer rotation and significant deformation (extrusion) of the pillar top. (b3, b4) HRTEM micrographs of 

an extruded but less deformed portion of the pillar top show prominent detwinning in the Cu layer, and high-density SFs in the HCP Co layer. 
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basal slip is prevented due to the small resolved shear stress (the

loading direction is orthogonal to basal planes). Prismatic slip and

pyramidal slip are also inhibited by the SFs on basal planes. Thus,

Co layer is also strengthened by the high-density SFs. It has been

frequently shown that macroscopic yielding for multilayers occurs

when dislocations transmit across the layer interface [2,6,15,74-77] .

In the current study, dislocation transmission across interfaces is

prohibited due to slip discontinuity between HCP Co (0 0 02) and

FCC Cu (111). The collaborative defect networks inhibit the glide

of dislocations in Cu and Co layer, and hinder the transmission

of dislocations across layer interface, resulting in the ultra-high

strength in Cu/Co nanolayers. At increasing stresses, MD simula-

tions reveal that HCP-to-FCC phase transformation occurs in Co at

the onset of yielding ( Fig. 9 e). The change of the nature of inter-

face from incoherent to coherent is clearly revealed by top-down

view of MD snapshots. As shown in supplementary Fig. S10, the

two types of FCC (100) and (110) Cu/Co interface are dominated

by FCC phase with orthogonal SFs, whereas the Cu (111)/Co (0 0 02)

interface is incoherent. During subsequent deformation, the inco-

herent interfaces gradually transform into FCC coherent interface

decorated with inclined SFs ( Fig. 10 ). Basically the deformation in-

duced dislocations are able to penetrate across interface, signaled

by the penetration of SFs through layer interfaces, leading to plas-

tic yielding accompanied by a significant load-drop as shown in

Fig. 9 a. Subsequent deformation leads to rapid propagation of the

FCC Co phase front across the HCP layer ( Fig. 9 f). The softening

of Cu/Co system leads to significant co-deformation of Cu and Co

(See supplementary video 8 for more detail). The entire process -

detwinning, phase transformation and propagation of phase fronts

- was also examined via dislocation analysis. Dislocation arrays are

observed at the FCC Co/HCP Co phase boundaries and move with

the phase boundaries during phase transformation (supplementary

Fig. S11 and video 9). Thus, the MD simulation results are in ex-

cellent agreement with our post compression TEM analysis, that is

the defect networks (CTB in Cu, SF in Co and FCC/HCP interface)

block partial migration and prohibit slip band propagation, conse-

p  
uently strengthen and toughen the Cu (111)/Co (0 0 02) multilay-

rs. 

To confirm that phase transformation indeed occurs in Cu/Co

ith larger individual layer thickness, we performed another set of

D simulations of Cu/Co multilayers with the same microstructure

esign, but with increasing individual layer thickness, 10 nm. As

hown in supplementary Fig. S12, the deformation induced phase

ransformation is very similar to the simulated Cu/Co 5 nm multi-

ayer. 

.3. Unique morphology and significant deformability of Cu (111)/Co 

0 0 02) pillars 

Micropillar compression technique provides opportunities to

iscover the plastic deformation mechanisms of nanolayers, which

ay be difficult to decipher with nanoindentation technique alone

2] . In contrast to the slip band formation in the FCC Cu/Co mul-

ilayer systems, no slip bands were observed in the Cu (111)/Co

0 0 02) pillars, and significant plastic deformation mainly accumu-

ates near the top, forming a cap, while leaving the rest of the pil-

ar largely intact. 

Numerous aspects should be considered to understand such a

nique morphological evolution. First, like any micropillar com-

ression test, tapering cannot be completely eliminated, which

eads to higher local stress at the top, although the tapering an-

le in the current study is already very small. In general, after

ielding, as the top portion of the pillar gets larger, stress gradi-

nt becomes smaller and deformation starts to propagate down-

ards forming a barreling or reverse conical shape [35,74,78,79] .

urthermore, all three Cu/Co systems have similar degree of taper-

ng, and thus the small tapering alone has little impact on the sig-

ificant deformation of the pillar top. Second, as shown in supple-

entary Fig. S4 and Video 3, the significant plastic deformation in

u (111)/Co (0 0 02) pillars originates from dramatic strain softening

f the pillar top. Strain softening of multilayers under pillar com-

ression has been reported before [3,16,24,28,37] , and is mostly
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Fig. 9. MD simulation results for the compression of FCC Cu (111)/ HCP Co (0 0 02) 5 nm nanopillars. (a) The true stress-strain curve shows the yield stress of pillars is ∼
5.5 GPa. (b) Left panel shows Cu in red and Co in green. Right panel shows atoms in FCC (orange) and HCP (purple) structure by using the common neighbor color coding. 

(c) Cross-section view of the model system shows the pre-existing SFs in HCP Co and TBs in FCC Cu, which are parallel to the Cu/Co interface, similar to experimental 

observations. (d) The nucleation of Shockley partial against TBs in Cu at 3.3% true strain. Detwinning occurred in Cu layer at 3.5% strain before yielding due to glide of 

Shockley partials along CTBs. (e) Phase transformation from HCP to FCC Co takes place from the pillar surface at 3.8% strain, which is at the yield point. (f) Fraction of FCC 

Co increases rapidly during deformation and SFs penetrate through the FCC Cu/FCC Co interface. (See supplementary video 8 for details). (For interpretation of the references 

to color in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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ttributed to the effect of geometry. Non-uniaxial stress state at

he corner of the pillar leads to unbalanced shear stress on differ-

nt {111} planes as shown in Fig. 8 a1, and subsequent layer rota-

ion [37] . However, the geometric strain softening effect reported

reviously is insufficient to explain the significant plastic defor-

ation of the pillar, and the formation of a cap layer. Significant

o-deformation of Cu/Co often exceeds 90% in the top portion of

eformed Cu/Co pillars, indicating the existence of superplasticity. 

Third, the strain softening and significant plasticity of the cap

ayer arise from dominant partial dislocation activities, manifested

y detwinning and phase transformation. The activation of Shock-

ey partials leads to detwinning and softening of the Cu layer. The

oftening of the Cu layer also leads to the interaction of partials

ith incoherent layer interface and results in phase transforma-

ion in the HCP Co layer. The HCP-to-FCC phase transformation of

o leads to transparent Cu/Co layer interface and significant soft-

ning. The glide of partials on inclined {111} slip systems enables
apid propagation of FCC Co in the multilayers. Strain softening is

ritical to accommodate significant plasticity in the deformed pillar

ap. When layer rotation occurs in the top of the pillar, the Schmid

actor of the inclined slip systems would increase, thus promot-

ng the glide of partial dislocations within the layers. In the lower

ortion of the pillar, there is insignificant layer rotation, and thus

artials cannot be activated and the pillar retains its high resis-

ance to plastic deformation. This unique strain softening mech-

nism is quite important here to enhance plasticity of the mul-

ilayers. Instead of forming shear bands or cracks like most high

trength multilayer systems (supplementary Fig. S9), the softened

ayer would sustain a majority of plastic deformation and protect

he bottom part from yielding. It is worth mentioning that al-

hough detwinning and phase transformation lead to softening in

he cap layer, ultra-high stress is needed to activate such activities,

eading to the observed high yield strength of Cu (111)/Co (0 0 02)

5nm multilayer. 
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Fig. 10. Top view of the interface between Cu (111) and Co (0 0 02) at different stress levels. Atoms are in Common Neighbor color coding, where orange is for FCC and 

purple is for HCP. (a) 0% strain, pure HCP phase (b) 3.9% strain, HCP Co starts to transform to FCC phase from pillar surface. (c,d) More FCC Co formed and inclined SFs are 

formed inside FCC phase. (e,f) More than half of HCP Co transformed to FCC Co and abundant inclined SFs formed across the interface. 
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Clearly more experimental and simulations work is necessary

to examine the defect network enabled deformation mechanisms

in future studies. The current study only unravels a corner of an

exciting field, where defect network may change the deformation

mechanisms and impact how we design advanced strong and de-

formable metallic materials. There are numerous unresolved issues,

some of which are listed here. First, the influence of layer thick-

ness on deformation mechanisms of multilayers with defect net-

work requires further investigation. In other words, size effect on

deformation mechanisms may be pivotal in conjunction with the

defect networks. Second, the current MD simulations focus on a

small model system limited by computational ability. Large scale

MD simulations are necessary to examine the deformation mech-

anisms with larger layer thickness. Third, the general applicability

of the defect network concept requires further validation in other

systems. Defect networks that contain grain boundaries, nanovoids,

phase boundaries may also operate collaboratively to enable high

strength and deformability. Finally, phase transformation occurs in

Co in the current study. It is unclear if phase transformation is nec-

essary to enable high strength and plasticity in other systems with

defect networks. 

5. Conclusions 

We report on drastically different mechanical strength and de-

formability of Cu/Co multilayers with identical individual layer

thickness, but having three types of crystallographic orientations

and layer interfaces. In situ micropillar compression studies show

that the coherent FCC (100) and (110) Cu/Co multilayers have simi-

lar low yield strength of ∼ 600 MPa and form prominent slip bands

during deformation. In contrast, the incoherent Cu (111)/Co (0 0 02)

25 nm multilayer delivers unmatched yield strength, ∼ 2.4 GPa, and

high flow stress, exceeding 3 GPa. The system also exhibits local

superplastic deformation as evidenced by the formation of a cap

layer. MD simulations reveal that the transparent FCC (100) and

(110) Cu/Co interfaces are weak barriers to the transmission of dis-

locations or the formation of slip bands. But the superior strength
n FCC/HCP Cu/Co multilayers arises from a defect network consist-

ng of TBs, SFs and parallel incoherent layer interfaces. The plastic

ielding of the FCC/HCP multilayer is due to the HCP-to-FCC phase

ransformations in Co. The concept of defect network described in

his paper may open new avenue for the design of high-strength,

eformable metallic materials. 
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